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The nonlinear fractional programming problem is considered. The functions
involved in the objective function and constraints are assumed to be invex and
differentiable. It is shown that the ratio of invex functions is invex. Sufficient
optimality and duality theorems are presented for an invex fractional programming
problem. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the nonlinear fractional programming problem
FP minimize f x rg x .  .  .
subject to h x F 0, x g X , 1 .  .0
where X is a subset of Rn; let f and g be real-valued functions defined0
on X ; and let h be an m-dimensional vector-valued function also defined0
  . 4on X . We let D s x g X , h x F 0 be the set of all feasible solutions.0 0
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 .  .We assume that f x F 0 for all x g D and g x ) 0 for all x g D, and
the functions f , g, and h satisfy
¡ f x y f a y =f a h x , a G 0 .  .  .  .~yg x q g a q =g a h x , a G 0 .  .  .  .x , a g D «¢ h x y h a y =h a h x , a G 0 .  .  .  .
with h: X = X ª Rn.0 0
w xThese are called invex functions, first introduced by Hanson 5 . He
presented sufficient optimality conditions and weak duality theorem for
the generalized convex programming problem
P minimize f x .  .
subject to h x F 0, x g X . .
 .The problem P is now known as an invex problem as named by Craven
w x  .3, 4 . The problem FP is said to be a convex]concave fractional problem
if f is convex, g is concave, and h is convex. It is an invex fractional
programming problem if the functions f , g, and h are invex. In the past
decade invex problems have been studied by a number of researchers and
various generalizations to the multiobjective case and many properties of
w xsuch functions have been given in the literature, e.g., Israel and Mond 1 ,
w x w xReiland 11 , Khan 9 , and many others. But little has been done for the
invex fractional programming problem. For a partial reference, the reader
w x w x w x w xmay consult Craven 3 , Weir 13 , Singh and Hanson 12 . In 8 ,
Jeyakumar and Mond have defined generalized invex functions, called
V-invex functions, and have applied them to the fractional programming
problem.
In this paper, we extend the nonlinear fractional programming problem
to invex functions. Then we establish sufficient optimality and duality
theorems for an invex fractional programming problem.
2. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. If f x F 0, g x ) 0, f x and yg x are in¨ex with
 .  .  .respect to h x, y , then f x rg x is an in¨ex function with respect to
 .   .  ..  .h x, y s g y rg x h x, y .Ä
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Proof. By differential calculus,
­ f x 1 ­ f x f x ­ g x .  .  .  .
s y .2­ x g x g x ­ x ­ x .  . g x .i i i
Hence,
f x 1 f x .  .
= s =f x y =g x 2 .  .  .2g x g x .  . g x .
and
f x f y f x y f y f y g x y g y 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
y s y . 3 .
g x g y g x g x g y .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Since f x and yg x are invex functions with respect to h x, y and
 .  .  .f x F 0, g x ) 0, Eq. 3 implies that
f x f y 1 f y .  .  .
t ty G h x , y =f y y h x , y =g y .  .  .  .
g x g y g x g y g x .  .  .  .  .
g y 1 f y .  .
ts h x , y =f y y =g y .  .  .2 5g x g y .  . g y .
g y f y .  .
ts h x , y = , by 2 . .  .
g x g y .  .
 .  .So the above inequality implies that f x rg x is invex with respect to
 .   .  ..  .h x, y s g y rg x = h x, y , which proves the theorem.Ä
 .If x g X is a minimum for problem FP and a constraint qualification0 0
w x10 is satisfied, then the following Kuhn]Tucker conditions are necessary:
f x .0
= q =¨ h x s 0 4 .  .0 0g x .0
¨ h x s 0 5 .  .0 0
¨ G 0. 6 .0
 .The following theorem shows that if the functions in FP have the
 .  .approximate invexity kernels, then 4 ] 6 are sufficient for optimality.
 .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose x is feasible for FP and that the Kuhn]Tucker0
 .  .  .  .conditions 4 ] 6 are satisfied at x . Let f x F 0, g x ) 0, where f and0
 .yg are in¨ex functions with respect to h x, x , and let h be in¨ex with respect0
  .  ..  .  .to g x rg x = h x, x . Then x is a minimum for FP .0 0 0
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 .Proof. Let x be any feasible point for FP . Then we have
f x f x g x f x .  .  .  .0 0 0ty G h x , x = , .0g x g x g x g x .  .  .  .0 0
since f and yg are invex with respect to h x , x , .0
g x .0 ts y h x , x =¨ h x , by 4 , .  .  .0 0 0g x .
g x .0 tG y h x , x =¨ h x q ¨ h x y ¨ h x , .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0g x .
by 1 , 5 , and 6 , .  .  .
g x .0 tG 0, since h is invex with respect to h x , x . .0g x .
Therefore x is a minimum.0
w xRemark. It should be noted that Jeyakumar and Mond 8 pointed out
that the convex]concave fractional programming problem is not an invex
problem. However, the results of this paper show that it is an invex
 .problem under the assumption that the same function h x, y for the
objective function and the constraints is required.
3. DUALITY THEOREMS
We consider the following pair of invex fractional programming prob-
lems defined on X .0
 .Primal problem FP
minimize f x rg x .  .
subject to h x F 0, x g X . 7 .  .0
 .Dual problem FD
maximize f x rg x .  .0 0
f x .0
subject to = q =¨ h x s 0 8 .  .0 0g x .0
¨ h x s 0 9 .  .0 0
¨ G 0. 10 .0
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 .  .In the following, it is assumed that functions f x and yg x are invex0 0
 .  .  . in X at u with respect to h x, x , hence f x rg x according to0 0 0 0
. t  .Theorem 2.1 and ¨ h x are invex in X at u with respect to0 0
  .  ..  .g u rg x h x , u .0 0
THEOREM 3.1. Under the Kuhn]Tucker conditions, if x is minimal for0
 . m  .  .FP then there exists 0 F ¨ g R such that x , ¨ is maximal for FD ,0 0 0
 .  .and the optimal ¨alues of FP and FD are equal.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that any vector u, ¨ satisfies the constraints of FD .
 .  .For x , ¨ to be maximal of FD we must show that0 0
f x f u .  .0 y G 0.
g x g u .  .0
 .From the constraint 9 we obtain
f x f u f x f u .  .  .  .0 0 ty G y y ¨ h u .
g x g u g x g u .  .  .  .0 0
g u f u .  .
t tG h x , u = y ¨ h u , .  .0g x g u .  .0
f x g u .  .0 tsince is invex with respect to h x , u at u , .0g x g x .  .0 0
g u .
t t ts y h x , u =¨ h u y ¨ h u by 8 .  .  .  .0g x .0
G y¨ th x , .0
g u .
t tsince ¨ h x is invex with respect to h x , u at u , .  .0 0g x .0
G 0 by 7 and 10 . .  .
 .  .So x , ¨ is maximal for FD and the objective values are equal in the0 0
two problems.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. If x , ¨ is maximal for FD and a dual constraint0 0
 .qualification holds, then x is minimal for FP .0
 .  .Proof. Since x , ¨ is maximal for the dual problem FD and a0 0
w x  .  .constraint qualification 5 holds at x , ¨ , then x , ¨ satisfies the0 0 0 0
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Kuhn]Tucker conditions
f x .0
= q =¨ h x s 0 11 .  .0 0g x .0
¨ h x s 0 12 .  .0 0
¨ G 0. 13 .0
 .For any x g X satisfying the constraints of FP ,0
f x f x g x f x .  .  .  .0 0 0ty G h x , x = , .0g x g x g x g x .  .  .  .0 0
f x g x .  .0 tsince is invex with respect to h x , x at x , .0 0g x g x .  .
g x .0 ts y h x , x =¨ h x by 11 .  .  .0 0 0g x .
G y¨ h x y ¨ h x , .  .0 0 0
g x .0 tsince ¨ h x is invex with respect to h x , x at x , .  .0 0 0g x .
G 0 by 7 , 12 , and 13 . .  .  .
 .So x is a minimum for FP .0
Now we can consider the following general Bector-type dual problem to
 .the primal problem FP ,
f u q  y h u .  .ig I i i0GFD minimize .
m g u .ugX ygR0
f u q  y h u .  .ig I i i0subject to = q y h u s 0 . i i /g u . igM_I0
y h u G 0, a s 1, 2, . . . , r , . i i
igIa
14 .
f u q y h u G 0 .  . i i /
igI0
y G 0,
 4where M s 1, 2, . . . , m , I ; M, a s 0, 1, 2, . . . , r, with I l I s B ifa a b
 .a / b and D s M. Note that the constraint 14 is only needed inas0
 .GFD if h is concave but not linear, and can be ignored when h is linear.
 .Similar results for problem GFD can be proved in an analogous
manner.
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SUMMARY
In the paper we have considered a nonlinear fractional programming
problem under the invexity assumptions on objective function and the
constraints. We have proved that the ratio of two invex functions is invex,
thus a nonlinear fractional programming problem is an invex problem.
Kuhn]Tucker type sufficient optimality criteria and the duality theorems
have been established for a class of invex fractional programming prob-
lems. Results can be extended further for a more general concept of
 .  w x.  . generalized invexity Craven 2 , and generalized r-invexity Jeyakumar
w x.  .7 on the functions involved in FP , continuous programs, and program-
ming problems in complex and Branch spaces.
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